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This  report  provides  a  periodic  assessment  of  the  cost  competitiveness  of  the 
European Union (EU15) and 20 industrialised economies on the basis of a number of 
cost and price indicators. It appears quarterly and consists of tv.'o  parts. Pan 1 offers an 
analysis of  recent developments. The discussion is illustrated by a small number of tables 
and graphs.  Part 2  provides more detailed  information.  For each country,  changes  in 
nominal and real effective exchange rates are presented in the form of  tables and graphs. 
The nominal effective exchange rate (NEER) aims to track changes in the value of a 
nation's  currency  relative  to  the  currencies  of its  principal  trading  partners.  It  1s 
calculated as a weighted average of  the bilateral exchange rates with those currencies. 
The  real  effective  exchange  rate  (REER)  aims  to  assess  a  nation's  price  or  cost 
competitiveness  relative  to  its  principal  competitors  in  international  markets.  It 
corresponds  to  the  ~'EER deflated  by  selected  relative  (or  'effective')  price  or  cost 
deflators. The discussion in Part 1 focuses on real rates based on unit labour costs in 
the manufacturing sector. Part 2 of the report presents real rates based on the GDP 
deflator, the deflator of export prices, the deflator of producer prices in manufacturing, 
unit labour costs (ULC) in manufacturing as \vell as unit labour costs in the economy as a 
whole. 1 
1987, the year of the Louvre Accord,  is  taken  as  the base period for the various 
indicators of price and cost competitiveness, because the i\ccord marked the beginning 
of a period of exchange-rate stability that  ended with the September  1992  E~\f crisis. 
This does not imply that 1987 exchange rates should be treated as equilibrium rates. 
The  current  report  presents  in  Part  2  competitiveness  indicators  for  the  t\venty 
industrialised economies individually as \'iell as for EU15 and EU10. EUlO refers to the 
group of ten countries currently participating in  the Exchange Rate ~1echanisn1 (E~\1). 
The focus in Part 1 is on EU15, the United States and Japan. 
Part 1 of the report starts with summary of main developments since 198 7.  It consists of 
two sections. The.fl'rst section presents exchange rate developments of the US dollar, the 
Japanese yen and a basket of EU currencies relative to twenty industrialised nations.  In 
this first section the bilateral position of the European Union relative to the United States 
and  Japan  is  also  examined.  The  second  section  comments  on  exchange  rate 
developments among the countries of  the Union. 
A technical anne\: provides further details. 





QUARTERL  ~T REPORT 
3RD QUARTER 1995 
CCE-DG II  D-4  Ref. AD/at EVOLUTION OF THE COST COI\1PETITIVENESS 
OF THE EUROPEAN UNION 
tv1AIN CONCLUSIONS 
In the third quarter of 1995: 
•  The cost competitiveness of the Japanese manufacturing industry improved by 11 o/o~  the  sharpest 
quarterly rate of increase in decades.  This  first  major rise  in Japan's  cost competitiveness of the 
1990s interrupted a declining trend that had commenced in the Summer of 1990. In the third quarter 
of 199  5,  European and American cost competitiveness  deteriorated by 3%.  These data present a 
reversal of  direction compared \vith the second quarter. Currency movements in the second and third 
quarter had largely off-setting effects. 
•  The same observation can be made at the intra-EU level.  In the third quarter, the Italian lira and the 
S\Yedish crov.n appreciated relative to the other Union currencies (by 5% and 3o/o,  respectively), to 
a large ex'tent cancelling out the effects of the lira and crO\\TI  depreciations of the second quarter. 
The German mark (by  2~1o) and the  Belgian  frank,  Dutch guilder  and  Austrian  schilling  (all  by 
1  'i2%)  were the currencies with the highest rates of depreciation.  Changes  in  cost competitiveness 
were pretty much in line with these nominal currency fluctuations. 
Since the first quarter of 1994: 
•  The US  dollar has depreciated by 10% relative to  the other currencies of industrial countries.  The 
Japanese yen and  the  European currencies  have  appreciated by 7o/o  and  6%>~ respectively.  These 
nominal currency fluctuations are largely reflected in  the changes observed in cost competitiveness. 
Howe\'eL the real appreciation ofthe yen is limited to  2Cj~ only. 
•  The German mark and other  E~\1 core currencies have appreciated by 4  or 5% and the  Finnish 
markka by no less than  13 ~·o.  Finland has also experienced the largest loss in cost competitiveness 
(  16°/~) follo\ved  by Greece (9%>),  Portugal and Derm1ark  (both with  6~,o). Italy ( 1  0(%)  and the UK 
(7Cj~) have notched up the largest gains due to a currency depreciation of around l 0%. 
Since the first ERI\1 crisis (since the third quarter of 1992): 
•  EU cost competitiveness has improved by 14%!,  \Yhile  that of Japan has deteriorated by  36~o. The 
US position is unchanged compared with the third quarter of 1992. 
•  The  core  currencies  of the  ERM  have  appreciated  by  between  1  O~o (Belgian  franc)  and  15 ~~ 
(Gem1an mark) in nominal effective tern1s.  In  real terms the variation is  much greater: ben\·een  4o/~ 
(Dutch guilder) and 17% (German mark), reflecting a divergence within the core in manufacturing 
unit  labour costs.  Amongst the  countries  ha\·ing  depreciated  their  currency  after the  first  ER.t\1 
crisis, Italy (26~~), Sweden (24o/o) and Spain (  16~o) have most improved their cost competitiveness. 
Over a longer perspective (since the first quarter of 1987): 
•  US  cost competitiveness has improved by  18%J,  while that of Japan has deteriorated by 30%. The 
European Union's cost-competitive position remains pretty much unchanged. 
•  Italian (24o/o)  and  Swedish  (14o/o)  gains  in  cost  competitiveness  have  been caused by the  recent 
depreciation of  their respective currencies, while the gains of Ireland  (30Cj~) and Finland (17%) have 
been based on  a n·duction in relative unit labour costs.  Greece and Portugal have both suffered a 
27~~-~ loss in cost competitiveness  (largest amongst  Union J\1ember  States) due  to their rising unit 
labour cost.  Germany is  in third place with a 20°'o  loss, mainly due to the nominal appreciation of 
the German mark. COST COl\1PETITI\
1ENESS OF INDUSTRlA.LISED COUNTRIES 
QUARTERLY REPORT- THIRD QUARTER 1995 
I.  INTE&~A  TIONAL DE\'ELOPl\1ENTS 
The  development  of the  cost  competitiveness  of the  industrialised  countries  since  the 
Louvre Accord can best be described by distinguishing three periods (see Graph 1  ). 
The first period runs from the first quarter of 1987 to the third quarter of 1992. The end 
of  the period is marked by the first ER.l\1 crisis of September 1992. During this period 
both currency appreciation and a  rise in relative unit labour costs contributed to 
an  18°/o  loss  in  cost  competitiveness  for  the  European  Union.  US  cost 
competitiveness rose by  18o/o as the value of  the US dollar continued to decline. The cost 
competitiveness of the Japanese manufacturing  sector rose by  4°/o  in  spite of the  11 o/o 
nominal appreciation of  the yen. 
The second period runs from the third quarter of 1992 to the beginning of 1994. The 
crises  in  ER.i\1  led  to  a  21 °/o  depreciation  of the  Union  currencies  and  a  20°/o 
improvement in cost competitiveness. This average,  ho\vever,  masks large differences 
bet\veen the  various  European currencies.  Gennan  cost  competitiveness,  for  instance, 
deteriorated by  3  ~·o as  the nominal effective exchange of the mark remained unchanged 
relative to the other industrial countries.  The 29° a rise  in the value of the yen caused a 
25~0 loss in the cost competitiveness of Japanese manufacturing industry.  American cost 
competitiveness declined as \Vell (by  11 ~o) as  the dollar appreciated relative to European 
currencies and the Canadian dollar. 
The third and final period, that starts with the first quarter of 1994, sho\vs renewed 
gains  in  US  cost  competitiveness  (8(Yt))  and  corresponding  losses  in  cost 
competitiveness  for  the  European  Union  (8<Yt) ).  The  depreciation  of the  dollar, 
explained at  least in  part by  the US  budget and  current account deficits,  \vas  the  main 
determining factor.  The loss in Japanese cost competitiveness \Vas limited to 2o/o,  in spite 
of  major fluctuations of  the yen ·within this period. 
Concluding,  the  competitive  position  of the  European  Union  has  not  changed 
compared with the first quarter of 1987. Competitive gains made  during the  second 
period offset both earlier and more recent losses. Germany, hov.:ever,  experienced losses 
in  cost competitiveness in  all three periods, adding up to a  total loss of 19°/o  since the 
beginning of 1987. Since that time, Japan has incurred even greater losses  in cost 
competitiveness (30°/o ),  but practically all  of these losses  occurred during  the  second 
period.  The competitive position of the United States has improved by 18°/o  since 
the first quarter of 1987, but all  gains \vere the  result of currency fluctuations  in  the 






GRAPH 1 : DEVELOPMENT OF COST COMPETITIVENESS (1) 
RELATIVE TO INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS SINCE THE LOUVRE ACCORD 
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(1) Cost competitiveness as measured by the inverse of the nom1nal effective exchange rate deflated by unit 
labour cost 1n  MANUFACTURING. 
(2) Expressed as the natural logarithm of the ratio (ir %) 
1.  V nited States 
In the third quarter of 1995, the US dollar appreciated against both the German 
mark and the Japanese yen (see Graph 3). The dollar strength has been the result of 
improved gro\vth prospects for the  US  economy  and  heavyr  interYentions  in  currency 
markets by central banks (including the Bundesbank on  15  August). Against the German 
n1ark,  the dollar rose from 1.38 Dl\1/$ on 3 July to 1 495 Dl\1/$ on 24 August (after the 
announcement of the Bundesbank of  major cuts in both its discount and Lombard rates). 
Against the Japanese yen, the rise of the dollar was even sharper, from 84.8 ¥/$ on 
3  July  to  104.3  ¥/$  on  19  September (follo\ving  rumours  that  the  Japanese  stimulus 
package \vould be larger than expected). In the second half of September, ho\vever, the 
US dollar retreated against both the German mark and the Japanese yen as markets \Vere 
disappointed  that  the  Bank  of Japan  did  not  follow  up  on  its  previously  aggressive 
intervention performance in support of  the dollar. By 29 September, the dollar had fallen 
to 1.42 DM/$ and 98.8 ¥/$. 1 
TI1e  bilateral Dl\.1/$  rate rose from an average of 1.3SJ6  Deutsche Mark per US dollar in the second quarter of 
1  SJ95  to 1.431 DM/$ in the third quarter, a 2  ~
1 2°/o increa::;e. ·n1e ¥/$ rate rose by  11%, from 84.45 yen per dollar 
in the ::;ewnd quarter of 1995 to '13.91  yen per Jollar in the third quarter. The latest exchange rates available 
are:  1$=1.421  D.\1and l$=10U.02¥(12.10.1995). 
3 The  nominal  effective  exchange  rate  of the  dollar  relative  to  twenty  industrial 
countries  rose  by  3°/o  in  the  third  quarter of 1995,  the  first  rise  since  the  first 
quarter of 1994 (see Graph 4). The rate of appreciation relative to the Union currencies 
was a more moderate 1  °/o.  US cost competitiveness declined by 3Yz
0/o  relative to the 
industrial countries (see Table 1). 
TABLE 1: MACROECONOWC COMPETITIVENESS OF THE UNITED STATES, JAPAN,  l 
HE EUROPEAN UNION AND GERMANY RELATIVE TO T\VENTY INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES 
A.  EVOLUTION IN  tv1ANUF ACTURING INDUSTRY 
During third quarter 199 5  Since the first ERM crisis  Since the LomTe Agreement 
(95 Q3 I 95  Q1)  (lJ5  Q3192Q3)  (95  Q3 /87 Q1) 
~~/o Change  NEER  ULC  REER  1\'EER  ULC  REER  1\'EER  tTLC  REER 
(1)  (2)  (3)  (1)  (2)  (3)  (1)  (2)  (3) 
USA  3.0  0.5  3.5  -U.A  I .  o  0.-l  -17.3  -0.8  -17.9 
Japan  -9.7  -1.3  -10.9  38.2  -1.9  35.5  53.6  -15.2  30.3 
EU15  2.5  0.6  3.2  -16.3  2.5  -14.1  -7.6  9.7  1.3 
Germany  -1.2  0.0  -1.2  7.1  l.lJ  l) .1  1-l. 5  3.7  18.8 
B.  EVOLUTIO~  I!\ \VHOLE ECONOI\1Y 
During third quarter 1995  Since the first E~\1 crisis  Since the Louvre Agreement 
(95 Q3 I 95 Ql)  (l)5  Q3  I 92 Q3)  (95  Q3 I 87 Q1) 
'%Change  ~JEER  ULC  REER  NEER  ULC  REER  NEER  ULC  REER 
(1)  (2)  (3)  (1)  (2)  (3)  (1)  (2)  (3) 
USA  3.0  0.0  2.9  -0.6  2.6  2.0  -17 3  -l.7  -13.3 
Japan  -9.7  -0.-l  -10.1  38.2  -0.8  37.1  53.6  -13.9  32.2 
EU15  2.5  0.-l  2.9  -16.3  1.1  -15.-l  -7.6  5.8  -2.3 
Germany  -1.2  0.3  -0.9  7.1  -ll. I  7.0  1-l.5  -9.1  4.0 
Source: DG II.D.4 EC 
(1)  NEER  = Nominal Effective Exchange Rate. A minus means a depreciation of the NEER. 
(2)  ULC  =Relative Unit Labour Costs (in national currency). 
(3)  REER  =Real Effective Exchange Rate= relatiYe unit labour costs (in common currency). 
A minus means an improvement in cost competitiveness. 
4 In spite of the attention devoted to the recent fluctuations of the dollar,  its nominal and 
real effective exchange rates of the third quarter of 1995 were roughly comparable 
to the rates of the third quarter of 1992.  In the aftermath of the first ER1v1  crisis,  the 
appreciation  of the  dollar  relative  to  the  European  currencies  caused  a  decline  in 
American cost competitiveness. Ho·wevec by the beginning of 1994 the dollar started to 
slide  culminating  in  a  sharp  drop  in  February  and  J\.1arch  of 1995,  allo\ving  the  US 
manufacturing industry to recuperate its earlier losses in cost competitiveness. 
The  long-term  trend  has  been  for  the  US  to  notch  up  significant  gains  in  cost 
competitiveness because of  the depreciation of  the dollar. Since the Louvre Agreement 
of the first quarter of 1987, the dollar has  depreciated by  17~~ in  nominal terms and 
18% in real terms. 
2.  Japan 
In the third quarter of 1995, the Japanese yen depreciated by  10<Yt.  relative to the 
currencies of other industrial countries, the sharpest quarterly rate of decline in 
decades. The first  major decline of the yen  of the  1990s interrupted a rising trend that 
had commmenced in the Summer of 1990.  The yen declined from 84.8 ¥/$ on 3 July to 
104.3 ¥/$ on 19  September, but recovered to 98.8 ¥/$ on 29 September. Relative to the 
German mark the decline was less steep but still  significant: from 61.34 ¥/DJ\.1  on 3 July 
to  69.39  ¥/DJ\.1  on  29  September.:  During  the  summer,  the  Japanese  government 
organised a largely successful effort to bring do\vn the yen from its highs of the second 
quarter: a financial liberalisation package was announced on 2 August with the intention 
of encouraging  foreign  investments  by  Japanese  financial  institutions;  in  August  and 
September, the Bank of Japan intervened repeatedly in currency markets, either alone or 
in co-ordination \Vith other central banks; and,  on 8 September it  cut its discount rate in 
halfto 0.50°/o. 
The 1  O~·o depreciation of the yen combined \Vith  the continuing reduction in  relative unit 
labour costs in manufacturing brought about an 11 %)  improvement in  Japanese cost 
competitiveness (see Table 1)  and may offer a  much-needed boost to the Japanese 
economy,  that  is  still  teetering  on  the  brink  of recession.  The  11 ~ 1 o  rise  in  cost 
competitiveness pretty much compensated the  1  0
1/2~o loss of the second quarter.  \Vith 
the recent gains in  Japanese cost competiti\·eness,  the competitive losses incurred since 
the beginning of 1994 are limited to 2o/o. 
The ¥/DM rate rose from 60 49 on average in the second quarter of 1995 to 65.61  yen per Deutsche Mark in 
the third quarter of 1995. an  8
1 ·~(~~ mcrease. The latest e:xchange rate available is: 70.41  ¥/DM (12 1  0.1995). 
5 Ho\vever,  the  continuing  decline  in  Japanese  export  profitability:'  may  be  more 
\vorrisome  (see  Table  2).  During  the  third  quarter  of 1995  Japanese  export  prices 
declined by  1  Y2%  relative to those of other industrial countries causing a  1  ~o decline in 
relative  profitability.  This  decline  is  a  continuation  of a  longer-term  trend.  Export 
profitability has declined by 16o/o  since the third quarter of 1992, one of  the tnain reasons 
\vhy Japanese industry is shifting production facilities abroad. 
However, if we consider this three-year period,  the decline in export profitability is  not 
the only problem facing the Japanese manufacturing sector.  Since the third quarter of 
1992,  Japanese  cost  competitiveness  has  deteriorated  by  35Yzo/o.  All  of  this 
deterioration can be attributed to the appreciation of  the yen (see Table 1). 
If we go back further in time and treat the first  quarter of 198 7 as period of reference, 
Japanese losses in  cost competitiveness are  only  slightly  smaller.  Covering all  of the 
period since the Louvre agreement, the cost competitiveness of the manufacturing 
sector has deteriorated by 30°/o. 
TABLE 2:  EXPORT PROFITABILITY OF THE ·uNITED STATES, JAPAN AND 
THE UROPEAN l.J~ION RELATIVE TO T\VE~TY  I~TIUSTRIAL C01JN!RIES 
EVOLUTION I~ \\'HOLE ECONO~fY 
During third quarter 1995  Since the first  E~\1  crisis  Since the LouYre Agreement 
(95  Q3  I 95 Ql)  {l)5  Q~ I li2 Q3)  (95 
Export  Profit- Export  Profit- Export 
Prices  lJLC  ability  Prices  CLC  ability  Prices 
(~u Change  (l)  (2)  (3)  (1)  (2)  (3)  (1) 
USA  0.1  0.0  0.1  -2  6  2.6  -5.1  1.4 
J:Jpan  -1.5  -0.4  -1.1  -17.f)  -0.8  -16.3  -29.5 
EU15  0.4  0.4  0.0  11  4  1.1  10.2  19.7 
Germany  -0.6  0.3  -0.8  -2.8  -(). 1  -2.7  -4.9 
Source : DG II.D.4 EC 
( 1)  Relat1ve price index of exports of goods and sen ices (in n;:Itional currency). 
(2)  ULC: Relative unit labour costs (in national currency). 
(3)  Relative export profitability. 
Q3  I 87 Q1) 
Profit-
l'LC  ability 
(2)  (3) 
4.7  -~.2 
-13.9  -18.1 
5.8  13.2 
-9.1  4.7 
A plus means an increase in relative profit margins for producers of export goods and services. 
Th..:  rdativ~ exp~.•rt prcfitability of un  economy  is  defined a the  ratio of the relative export price index and 
relative umt labour costs  m the  ~com,my  ;JS  a whok (expressed in national currencies).  It  is an indicator of 
rdati\·e profit margins for producers of export goods and sernces 111  the various industrial countries. 
6 3.  European Union: 
In this section, the cost competitiveness of the EU as  a \vhole is examined.  This analysis 
may  obscure  diverging  developments  among  the  l\1ember  States.  Intra-Union 
developments are presented in Section II. 
The co1npetitive position of  the European Union 
relative to other industrial countries 
In the third quarter of 1995, the Union currencies continued to appreciate after a lapse 
during the second quarter of  this year.  They had begun to appreciate relative to the other 
industrial countries in the first quarter of 1994 (see Graph 4).  The 2Yz
0
/.) appreciation of 
the third quarter more than compensated the  1
1/2~"0 depreciation of the second quarter. 
The resulting J•Yo  loss in cost competitiveness in the third quarter (see Table 1) and 
the  2~o loss of the second and third quarter taken together,  added to  the losses incurred 
in  1994 and the first quarter of 1995. 
Since the first quarter of 1994, EU cost competitiveness has deteriorated by almost 
8°/o,  as  the  nominal  effective  exchange  rate  of the  European  currencies  taken 
together rose by 6Y2°/o.  Considering this  time  frame,  the  German  situation is  not  that 
different  from  that  of the  Union  as  a  \vhole:  German  cost  competitiYeness  has 




The same cannot be said if the period of  the  1992 and  1993 crises in the ERL\1 is included 
in  the  analysis.  Since  the  third  quarter  of  1992.  the  Union  currencies  have 
depreciated by 16•Yl,,  on average, \Vhile  the Gern1an mark has appreciated by 7'Yt,. 
Consequently,  lJnion cost competitiveness has risen by 14'%, while that of Gern1any 
has deteriorated by 9•Yo. 
Referring  back to  the first  quarter of 1987,  a  quarter  marking  the  beginning  of a 
period  of stability  in  nominal  rates  of exchange  between the  Union  currencies,  Union 
cost competitiveness has hardly changed. The real  effective exchange rate of the EU 
currencies for the third  quarter of 1995 was only  1  ~
1 o above the rate calculated for the 
first  quarter of 1987.  Losses in  relative unit  labour costs vvere  largely  compensated by 
the 8o/o nominal effective depreciation of the Union currencies, taken together. 
German  cost-competitive  losses  continue  to  be  substantial  (19°/o  over  the  8112-year 
period).  However,  the difference between the  Union's  competitive position and  that of 
Germany is less important if economy-wide unit labour costs are used as deflator.  In this 
case, Germany's loss in cost competitiveness is limited to 4°/o (see Part B of  Table 1  ). 
7 The conzpetitive position (~!"the European Union 
relative to the United States and Japan 
Even if EU cost competitiveness has changed only very little since the Louvre Accord of 
1987,  its  position  relative  to  its  major trading  partners  (the  US  and  Japan)  has  been 
altered significantly.  The discrepancy in size (and often,  direction) of change relati\·e to 
the United States and Japan has continued into the third quarter of 1995. 
In the third quarter of 1995, the Union currencies depreciated by 1  ~~against the US 
dollar and appreciated by no less than 1  0~/o against the Japanese yen. As developments in 
unit labour costs in the European Union \Vere identical to those observed in the United 
States,  Union cost competitiveness improved by 1  °/o  relative to the US. Relative to 
Japan, however, the Union's position deteriorated by 12°/o (see Table 3). 
TABLE 3 : t\1ACROECONOiv1IC  COt--.1PETITIVE~cSS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION 
RELATIVE TO THE UNITED STATES AND JAPAN 
A.  EVOLUTION I~ \1Al'.TU'FACTURING INDUSTRY 
During third quarter 1995  Since the first ER\1 crisis  Since the Loune Agreement 




'o Change  NEER  ULC  REER  0-EER  ULC  REER  NEER  ULC  REER 
( 1  )  (2)  (3)  (ll  (~)  (J)  (1)  (2)  (3) 
USA  -1. ()  0.0  -1.0  -X.X  1.2  -7.8  12.3  7.7  20.9 
Japan  10.1  1.-t.  11.6  -31.-t.  3.2  -29.2  -31.2  23.0  -15.-t. 
B.  EVOLUTIO~  IN  \\'HOLE ECONOivfY 
During tlurd quarter 1995  Since the first ERJ\1 crisis  Since the Loune Agreement 
(lJ5  Q3 /95 Q1)  (95  Q3  I 92 Q3)  (95  Q3 I 87 Q1) 
·~ o Change  ~"EER  ULC  REER  NEER  ULC  REER  NEER  ULC  REER 
(1)  ())  (3)  ( 1)  (2)  (3)  (l)  (2)  (.3) 
USA  -1.0  0.2  -0.8  -8.8  -1. -l  -10.1  12.3  0.()  12.2 
Japan  10.1  0.5  10.7  -31.-l  0.5  -31.1  -31.2  16.7  -19.8 
Source : DG II.D.-l EC 
( 1)  "N'"EER  =Nominal Effective Exchange Rate. A minus means a depreciation of the NEER. 
t2}  ULC  = Relative Unit Labour Costs (in national currency}. 
(3)  REER  =Real Effective Exchange Rate= relative unit labour costs (in common currency). 
A minus means an improvement in cost competitiveness. 
8 In the second quarter of 1995,  the direction of change \vas  exactly  the  opposite from 
what \Vas  observed in the third quarter.  Union cost competitiveness deteriorated by 4o/o 
relative to the United States but it improved by 8°/o relative to the Japan (see Graph 5). 
Compared  with  the  third  quarter  of  1992,  however,  the  Vnion's  competitive 
position has improved both relative to the United States (by 8o/o)  and Japan (by 
29°/i) ). This can be explained by the weakness of  the European currencies associated with 
the crises in the E~\1. The European currencies hav·e  depreciated by 9o/o  against the US 
dollar and by 31 %)  against the Japanese yen. 
Since  the  first  quarter  of  1987,  the  con1petitive  position  of  the  European 
manufacturing industry has deteriorated by 21 °/o  relative to the United States, but 
improved by 15°/o  relative to Japan. The cost performance (in national currency) of 
the EU has been \Vorse than that of  its t\vo main trading partners. 
II.  INTR-\-UNION DEVELOP~IENTS 
The same distinction benveen three periods, that \vas made in Section L is  used here to 
describe the changes in  cost competitiveness of the Union  ~1ember States (see Graphs 
2A and 2B). 
Over  the  first  period  (1987Ql-1992Q3).  stable  exchange  rates  (Graphs  6  and  7) 
together \Vith  diverging trends in  relative  costs led  to  ever-widening disparities in  cost 
competitiveness (Graph 8  ).  An1ong the countries in\·oh·ed in the first ER..t\1  crisis, Spain, 
Portugal and Sweden suffered important losses in cost competitiveness. Greek cost 
competitiveness deteriorated by more than  10(~~~ as well. 
Tv  .. ·o  important events help to charactarise the second period ( 1992Q3-1994Q  1  ).  First, 
the exit of the British pound and the Italian lira from the ER..:\1  in  September 1992.  And 
second, the decision in  August 1993 to \viden the ER.;\I t1uctuation bands to  15~/o, \vhich 
helped reduce the volatility of exchange rates to a  certain extent.  These developments 
corrected son1e of the diverging tendencies in cost con1petitiveness of the previous 
period.  Ho\vever,  in  Italy  and  S\veden,  currency  depreciation  not  only  permitted  to 
offset the cost competitive losses of the first  period but also to make significant  gains, 
\Vhile Finland added to its gains of  the first period (see Graph 8). 
The third period (1994Q1-1995Q3) was highlighted by  the sharp  depreciation of the 
US  dollar in  February and l\1arch of 1995  \vhich  contributed to the devaluation of the 
Spanish peseta and Portuguese escudo. For a majority of Member States these nominal 
currency fluctuations are  not likely  to contribute to  cost-competitive disparities \Vithin 
the EU compared to  1987.  For the BLEU,  Denmark and Germany,  however,  the 
recent  currency  movements  have  led  to  further  losses  in  cost  competitiveness 
beyond what would be needed to eliminate the divergences accumulated since the first 
quarter of 1987.  Italy, on the other hand, added to its important cost-competitive 
gains of the second period. 
9 GRAPH  2A : DEVELOPMENT OF COST COMPETITIVENESS (1) 
RELATIVE TO THE EUROPEAN UNION AS A WHOLE SINCE THE LOUVRE ACCORD 
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10 In the third quarter of 1995, the German mark (\vith 2°/o)  and the Belgian frank, Dutch 
guilder and Austrian schilling (all with I  ~2°1o) were the Union currencies \Vith  the highest 
rates  of depreciation.  The weakness of the  German  mark  (and  the  other  ER..c\1  core 
currencies) \Vi thin the EMS appeared to be highly correlated \vith the strength of the US 
dollar in international currency markets during most of the third quarter.  Several official 
interest  rate  cuts  by  the  Bundesbank  played  a  role  as  well.  The  Italian  lira  and  the 
Swedish crown, on the other hand,  appreciated significantly relative to the other Union 
currencies (by 5%>  and 3°/o respectively). 
Changes  in  cost  competitiveness  were  very  much  in  line  with  the  nominal  currency 
fluctuations described in the previous paragraph (see Table 4). Belgian, German, Dutch 
and Austrian cost competitiveness improved  by 1  Y2-2  °/o,  while that of Italy and 
Sweden  declined  by  5°/o  and  3°/o,  respectively.  The  I1 /2%  decline  in  Finnish  cost 
competitiveness should be mentioned as well, because it is primarily due to an increase in 
relative  unit  labour  costs.  The  changes  in  cost  competitiveness  in  the  other  Union 
l\1ember States amount to  I 
0/o  or less.  For most countrie·s,  the third quarter changes in 
cost  competitiveness are  counterbalanced  by  the  changes  observed  during  the  second 
quarter, likely reducing their overall impact. 
Since the first quarter of 1994, the ERl'l core currencies have all appreciated. The 
rates  of appreciation  vary  between  3Yz•Yt,  (French  Franc)  and  5Yz
0/o  (German 
mark).  The  Finnish  markka  has  appreciated  even  more  rapidly  (by  I3~·o  in  nominal 
effective terms). Finland has also experienced the largest loss in cost con1petitiveness 
(l6
1Yo)  followed  by Greece  (9(Yo ),  Portugal  and  Denmark (both  with  6
1Yt, ).  Italy 
(lO(Yo)  and the UK (7
1Yt•)  have notched up the largest gains in cost competitiveness 
thanks to a currency depreciation of around 1  o~Yt  •• 
Considering all of the period since the first ER\1 crisis in the third quarter of 1992, 
the rates  of nominal effective  appreciation  of the  ERJ.\1  core  currencies  become 
even  n1ore  significant.  They  range from  10
1Yt,  (Belgian  franc)  to  15
1Yt>  (German 
mark). Hov,;ever, the Netherlands and France have managed to limit the impact of these 
nominal  currency fluctuations  on their  cost  competitiveness  by  reducing  their relative 
unit labour cost by  6~'o and  3°;o,  respectively.  Finland has  even been able to con1pletely 
eliminate  the  negative  effects  of  7~·0  appreciation  of the  markka.  Other  countries, 
including  Germany,  have  been  less  successful  (see  Table  4).  The  end  result  is  that 
disparities in  cost competitiveness within the  core have  become quite  substantial.  The 
deterioration in cost competitiveness an1ongst core countries since the beginning of 
the ER.'I crises ranges fron1  4°/o  (the Netherlands) to 17°/o  (Germany). Disparities 
outside of the core are even greater. \Vhile Italy, Sweden and Spain have improved 
their  cost  competitiveness  by  26°/o,  24
1Yo  and  16°/o,  respectively,  Greece  and 
Portugal have witnessed a deterioration (of 13°1.>  and 7°/o,  respectively) despite the 
nominal depreciation of their currencies. 
Similar disparities can be observed by comparing the current situation with the one 
observed during the first quarter of 1987 (see Table 4).  Italian (24%>)  and  S\vedish 
(I  4°·0)  gains in cost competitiveness have been caused by the recent depreciation of their 
respective  currencies, ·while  the gains  of Ireland  (30%)  and Finland  (17%)  have  been 
based  on  a  reduction  in  relative  unit  labour  costs.  Greece  and  Portugal  have  both 
11 suffered a  27~'o loss in cost con1petitiveness (largest amongst Union l\Iember States) due 
to their rising unit labour cost. Germany is  in  third place with a 20°/o  loss, mainly due to 
the nominal appreciation of  the German mark. 
The Portuguese losses in cost competitiveness over the past decade, ho\vever, need to be 
considered from a proper perspective. They have not prevented a significant increase in 
the Portuguese export shares in EU markets. The real exchange rate appreciation of the 
excudo  must  also  be  seen  in  the  context  of Portugal's  accession  to  the  European 
Community in  1986  and  of the  significant  structural  changes \vhich  have  taken  place 
thereafter. 
12 TABLE 4:  I\1J\CROECON01\1IC COMPETITI\'E~~SS  OF THE MEMBER STATES 
RELATIVE TO THE EUROPEAN L"NION AS  A \\'HOLE 
A  EVOLFTION IN  l\ 1ANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 
During thml quarter 1995  Sine-.: the 1irst EIZM crisis  Since the Lou\Tc Agreement 
(95 Q3/95 Q1)  (95  Q3/lJ2Q3)  (95  Q3 I 87 Ql) 
%Change  :NTER  ULC  REER  ~TEER  ULC  REER  NEER  ULC  RLER 
(1)  (2)  (3)  (l)  (2)  (3)  (1)  (2)  (31 
BLED  -1  4  -OA  -1.8  9 9  OA  10.4  12.8  -4.8  74 
Dcrnnark  -0 7  0.6  -0.1  12.6  112  12  8  13.0  -3.2  9 5 
Germany  -2.0  -0.2  -2.2  15.0  l  3  16.5  18.7  1.1  20  () 
Greece  -1.2  1A  0.2  -14 2  31  4  12.7  -48 4  146 8  27 5 
Spain  1.1  -0.1  1.0  -15.9  -I I  ]  -1 h.O  -6.7  16.2  8.5 
France  0.3  OA  0.7  11.9  -2  q  87  12.6  -13.5  -2.6 
Ireland  0.2  -0.1  o. 1  -2  1  -:. 1  -lJ  I)  -0.7  -29  ()  -31!  1 
Italy  52  0.0  53  -26 4  ill  -21i.3  -31.4  10.2  -24.4 
~ether  lands  -1  4  -0.5  -l.X  ](1,7  -(, I  .I  411  13  3  -15  l)  -4.7 
:\ustna  -1.5  0 ()  -1.4  W.i  -]  (I  9 ()  13.2  -13.2  -1.7 
Portugal  -ll 4  0.2  -0 3  -7.5  15  5  (i  X  -16 0  511  X  2() 6 
Fmland  (I 7  ()C)  l  ()  ()  s  -(' (I  (l 3  -5  I)  -12  7  -17.1 
S\Ycden  2 9  -0. 1  2.X  -2tU  -4-;  -24.1  -20.9  X 5  -14 2 
tTK  -CU1  11.1  -(I 5  -11.2  5 I I  -(• s  -1 I I l)  11  (J  -1 I f) 
B.  EVOLLTTIC>~  I~\\  110LE ECU~O~fY 
Dunn;; tlmd quarter  1YY5  ~ut~.:e th..:  lir..;t  Lic\1 ..:rish  ~me.: the LomTe .\greement 
(  (J5  Q3 I Y5  Q1)  ILJ5  ()3  I  Y2  ()3 I  (95  Q3 1  s-:- Q1 l 
u o  Ch~utge  ~EER  L~LC  RLER  ?\EER  t:LL'  RLER  :\ELR  ULC  REER 
(1)  I 2 I  I 3  I  11  I  I 2 I  I 3  I  (11  12)  ( 3) 
BLED  -1  4  -U  5  -1.9  l)  l)  2 1  12.2  12  8  -2  7  y s 
Dc:nmurk  -(1:  1l.4  -I I 3  12  (;  -2  1)  '14  130  -1 II 3  1 4 
(.Ierman~  -2  I)  02  -1  s  15.()  -1 i  -+  14  (,  18.7  -11  ()  4 l) 
C!reece  -1  2  1 4  ()  2  -14.2  .~ 1 
..,  13  ()  -48.4  125  y  ](,  7 
Spuin  1 1  02  1.3  -15.l)  _;  s  -12 .....  -(1.7  18  (J  ]II 7 
France  IJ  3  -0.1  02  11.9  -I  1  ](Jc  12.6  -11  9  -n.s 
lrdand  112  -II s  -lUi  -2  1 
.,  ..,  -S  7  -0.7  -15  -i  -16.1 I  -'  ' 
ItalY  52  0.0  5.3  -2(1 4  -1 I  LJ  -27 1  -31.4  14  7  -21  3 
Netherland.-;  -1  4  -1'1.4  -1.8  ]()7  -2  I  S4  13  3  -13.4  -1  y 
Amtria  -1  5  00  -1 '5  10  7  2 5  13.5  1.12  -3.7  9 1 
Portugal  -0 4  0 1  -0 4  -7.5  ]II S  2.5  -16.0  59.8  34 2 
Finland  0.7  0.5  1.1  6 X  -(l 1  n.2  -5.0  -3  8  -8.6 
S\\eden  2 9  ()  1  30  -2U 3  3 ()  -17  l)  -20 9  18 9  -6.0 
UK  -0.6  n.11  -U  t1  -11.2  -(I ( \  -11  7  -10.9  20  3  7.1 
Source : DG  II  DA EC 
( 1)  NEER  = Nomiml Etl~tl\e Exchange Rate  A mmu:-;  means a depreciation of the NEER 
12)  ULC  = Rdati,-e Umt Labour Costs (in natwnal currency! 
I 3)  REER  =Real EtlectiYe Exchange Rate= rebti\ e umt  L~hnur costs 1 in common currency). 
A miiHb means an  impron~ment in cost compdltl\'eness 
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GRAPH 3 
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GRAPH 4 
NOI\1INAL AND REAL EFFECTIVE EXCHANGE RATES 
RELATIVE TO IC20 
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NOJ\11NAL AND REAL EFFECTIVE EXCHANGE RATES 
RELATIVE TO EU15 
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GRAPH 6 
EVOLUTION OF THE BILATERAL EXCHANGE RATES AGAINST THE Dl\1 
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GRAPH 9 
UNIT LABOUR COSTS IN TOTAL ECONOMY 
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PRICE AND COST COMPETITIVENESS: TABLES AND CHARTS 
- Tables and  charts containing indices of COMPETITIVENESS  derived from 
indices  of NOMINAL  EFFECTIVE  EXCHANGE  RATES  and  PRICE  AND 




1987 = 100 
The  fifteen  member  states  of  the  European  Union  (EU},  including  the  ten 
countries participating in the Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM},  and six other 
industrial countries are presented in the following order: 
(1)  EU15  (8)  France  Non-EU Euro~e 
(2)  EU10 (ERM)  (9)  Ireland  (17)  Norway 
EU-countries  (  1  0)  Italy  (18)  Switzerland 
(3)  BLEU  (  11)  Netherlands  Non-Euro~e 
(4)  Denmark  (12)  Austria  (19)  Australia 
(5)  Germany  (13)  Portugal  (20)  Canada 
(6)  Greece  (14)  Finland  (21)  Japan 
(7)  Spain  (15)  Sweden  (22)  USA 
(16)  United Kingdom 
Each country (or country bloc) is compared with (other) 
*  INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES (IC 20) 
*  15 EUROPEAN UNION COUNTRIES (EU  15) 
*  10 COUNTRIES PARTICIPATING IN THE ERM (EU 10) 
National price and cost indices (in national currency and in  USD) and bilateral 
USD exchange rates for all countries are given in tables on the last 6 pages of 
the dossier. 
A brief technical annex is attached. 
CCE-DG II  D-4  Ref. AR/at- 17/10F-JS EU15 
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(P[.LAltVC:  f'RlCE  (CO::>l)  JIH'f"X  IN  A  COI-111CIU  CtJnREt.!CY)  NOHJN!I.t_  lRf:LATlVE  r"RJC£  fCO";TJ  ItmEX  IN  NATIONAL  CURREI-K:Y} 
•-----•--------------------------------------- --------------------------- ~ •  ErFtCT IVE  ~ -----------------------------------------------------------------• 
:GOf"-f'JEFLAT(li:!  UNIT  LABOUR  UtHT  LAf'OUR  PRODUCER 
:VEAq  1  COST  Jt-./  TOT.  COST  IN  ttAH  PRICES  OF 










86  I 
87 ·I 
88  ' 
J:  89  t 













































J 0 l.  1 
I 0:'. 1 





















I 02.  ~ 
l 03. 1 















~3.  ~ 
DEFLATOR:  OF  : : 
TOTAL  EXPORTS: : 


























PRICE  fCOSTl  CDf1PEfiTIVIt-fCSS  :  REAL  EFfECTIVE  EXCHAH(;€  RATE 
EXCH.At-IGE  :GUf'-tl£rLAT~  Ut~IT  LAFOUR  lA-liT  LABOUR:  rROOUCEJ~ 





















~I.  0 
91.5 
~0 .1 



















) QCI. 7 
to~ .a 
110. 1 
II 0. < 
110.8 



















I 04 .8 
1 QG. 7 
104. 7 
J OS. 0 
I OS. 3 
1 OS. 7 
f'RICE  (COST J  PERFORMANCE 
75.0 
77.5 

















1 OS. 7 






















1 OS. S 





DEFLATOI1  OF  ' 
TOTAL  EXPORTS: 




















J 18 .I 
118 .s 
118.9 
11 ~. 3 
119.7 
(RElATIVE  rRICE  (COSTJ  I!W£)(  IN  A  (:Of1t10H  CURRE~Vl  NOMINAL  fRELATIVE  PRICE  fCO~Tl  INDEX  IN  NATIONAL  CUR:REHCYJ 
•-----•---------------------------------------------------------------•  •  EFFECTIVE  • --------· -------------------------------------------------------- + 
:GDP-DEFLAT()q  UNIT  U\80~  ~HT LAR(JUR  rROfJUCER  Df.TLt.TOO  OF  :: 


















11 J. 1 
II 3. 2 
II 5. 4 





? 1. 8 
95.8 
l 0 l.  7 
1 0!:. (j 
103 •• 
105. 
1 OS. 5 
1 OP.  ,8 
1 J I. 6 
Ill.  C1 
ECONOIW 
11;: .2 
115 • L 











l (10. (, 
I 0 ~ . 6 
106. 
I o.:.. 0 




I OA. 5 
I 0(;. C 
cr;. r 
1 Of.. (l 
0'1.  l 
Q~. 
I o:  8 
106  Q 
l nr; 
I r;c,. o 
I (l~  '8 
I 0°  1 
11:'  l 
I l 1. 0 
108. I 
I 08 .'5 









1 co. 0 
0 6  1 
1 fll  n 
Q  7 . ._ 
I 0 l., 
I 00 .B 
I 0 I  . S 
101 .  Q 
I 04.8 
I 06. o 
1  ('~,--





oa . .; 
88  4 
87. 




l Q(l  0 
Q  7. 
! 00.0 
1 OS  . .3 




ll 0. 1 
112. I 
1 I 0. 4 
EXCHANGE  :GHP-nf::r'LATnR  Ul-11  T  LABOUR  UNIT  lfi.BOL:R  PROOUCEP  DEFLATOQ  OF  : 
RATE  COST  IN  TOT.  co::;T  IN  MAN  PRICES  Of  TOTAL  EXPORTS: 
~:':. 4 
~6.  5 
105. l 
1 Qt;. 5 
Q  1 .8 
8'? .5 
86  '5 
sz.o 
so. s 
I C'O. 0 
?  7. 6 






11 ;'. 5 
116.0 
1 \?.  0 
1\A." 
1 ;:'0.: 
1 I 7. 3 
115 .s 
1 I::'. 1 
1 0 7. 3 
104.0 
l 0~ .... 
103.0 
1  0::' .... 
I 0 l  5 







0 3 .8 




1 I?. 4 
l  I 7 . 7 
11'. s 
Ill.  l 
I 0 7. 
106. 
105.0 
I 03. t; 
! 0::'. 











INDtr::;TP:V  MANUFJ\CT. 
110.6 
lOi?.O 
l 06. 7 
103.2 
101 ,.::; 
~8.  5 
98. l 
? 7. 3 
97.8 
'? 7. 




e.::,.  l 
94. I 
117.0 
I l Z .4 
II 0. 6 
I 06.9 
I 02. S 
1 0::'. 1 
1 0 3. 3 
















8 °. 6 
CG  •  S) 
1 OS. 9 
104.2 
I 03. S 
':I?. 0 
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,  .... 
'  ... \ 
\  ..... 
/  ·-·"" 
75 
VIS-A-VIS  THE 
.... 
'"  ' ... 
' 
/  .....  ...... , 
~·, 
' ' ' \ 






- GIP  DEFLATOR 
...  ULC  IN  TOTAL  ECONOWY 
- ULC  IN  MANUFACTURING  IN[)JSTRY 
-·PRODUCER PRICES 





120 BLEU  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL'COUNTRIES  CICJ  BASE  :  87 
·- ----.----------------------------------------------------------------· .  •-------------.-----------------------------------------------------------------
f'RICE  cco:;TI  COt-1f'ETillVIt~~"';  ~  P£1\L  EfT(CTJVE  E><CHANGC  R/\TE  PRICE  rco:;t)  rERrORHAIICE 
fRF.LI\TIVE  rqJCf::  ((()':;l J  I!Hl[)(  Hl  1\  (f'tf1F1flH  Ct""~Etff;Y)  HOHJHAL  !RELATIVE  rRJCE  (COST}  INDEX  I~  Nt.TIOfU,L  CURREt-lCYl 
•-----•----------------------------------------------------------------- • •  ErrECT I VE  •-----------------------------------------------------------------" 
:~t'W"-MTLATOQ  UNIT  LAflOUR  UUJT  LAP.O~  rROOUCER: 
:VEAR:  :  CO:>T  IN  TOT.  Cf15T  IN  M/I.U  PRICES  OF 
76  ' 
77  ' 
18 
H  ' 
80  t 
81  • 
82 
8! 
t  8~ 
8S 
., 
'  87 
88 
89  ' 
























, ..  7 














11 ~. 0 
124.5 
12L6 
11 '?. 0 
ll  0. 6 





l co. 0 
9 7 . 0 
09. f-, 
1 or. .  ~ 
l  I')·~  . 8 
J 0  ~ 
] c  i'. 8 
In a. o 
I I2. 1 
ll'l.f.. 
ECOHOHV  INtlU~TRY  Hi\HUFACT. 
























I :o. 0 
Ill .5 
lO~.  S 
~s  1 
. 5 
100. 
or.  . 6 
oe. 
]llQ. 3 
! a-;  . o 
I'  o 
) 1 :1 ..  ~ 
l  I 0 
ll..':. 
l  i G. 0 
l 1 l.  q 










95.  ~ 
'3 ·' 
99.1 













1 :C8. 6 
117.  ~ 
lOO.G 
'?6. s 
e 1. G 
0(. 6 
100.0 
Q I.  I, 
1 01  . 0 
}flt.._c.. 
l (' !;  7 
10;. l 
I 0'?  I 
l 1 0. 0 








'7.  4 
93.8 









J 00. 3 
I 00.2 
J 01 .6 
103.4 
l Ol. 7 
134.0 
135.5 
133.  ~ 
128. 1 
11S.? 




9 7. Q 
99. 7 
1 (1(1. 0 
9 7. 0 
97. s 
OA. 
og  I 
1r0.n 
l 01  .  1 
1 no. 7 
l 0 I. 8 
I 03.5 
1 (11. 5 
O€FLAT~ OF  I: 
TOTAL  EXPORTS:: 
tG  +  S l 
































1 0:'. 3 
1 n::-. ~-
I 01. 3 
1 00.0 
. 6 
J 01  ..... 
1 n l.  f 
100. f, 
l 0 I. l 
l (11. ._ 
1 n;- :; 
l o:. 0 
1 o:.  0 
100..6 
1(16 .... 




l 07. l 
ll  0. 3 
Ill.  6 














I 07. 6 
108.6 






1 QG, G 




~3.  4 




101 . 3 
101. ':l 
l 03. 
1 0 7." 
1 no .11 
11  (1  t 
110. 
11.2 .R 
II s. 1 
113. G 
:GI'lf'-OE:FLATO'R 
J 18 .o 
117.3 












'".  3 
96.8 










11 1•. 2 
107. 1 
I 0~. 7 
I 01.2 




1 CO.  0 
?8. G 
<:l/_ 
9 I. 3 
91.4 
'?7  .5 
0].  5 











"'  87 
BS 
89 
l I 3. 7 
119 .R 
II 7. 6 
II G. 9 
I I 0. 7 
l 07.1 







l 00. 0 
10 I.  f:3 
I 0 l.  ~ 
J 0 I.  7 
I 02. 7 
1 OS. 1 
1 0~.  ~ 




11:  1 
ll;.  0 
1 I 7  6 
11~ 




9 7. 6 
O'l_ a 
I OD. 0 
1 00  0 
0  7. 0 
0~. s 
l'1l. 
1 ('I:  s 
l :Ji, . .._ 
l 04. t. 
1013. 7 
l 0'?. ~ 
1  Q':l. 5 
110.0 
1 J 0. 0 
]  OQ 
l s l.  7 
1~ 1. (I 
l r, i.  0 
I 3 °  I 
l?.J ,'I 
12t.- 4 
1  0~- 8 
91l  Q 
101 . I 
101. 7 
1 00.8 
100  () 
10]. 6 
1 0(1'  s 
'?7. 6 
\ 0;'. 4 
1 o::: 
1 0?.. Q 
1 Qt.- 6 
I QG. 8 











l 00 . .2 
1 no. o 
Q  7- 7 
9 7. 5 
96.6 
9R .R 
OQ  •  f'.i 
?9. 3 
100.0 
0 A .8 





l 0 7. 7 
l 03.8 
l 04.3 
l 05. 7 
I 05.8 
10 I. 7 
I 00.0 
I 00. 3 
I 03.2 
103.0 




I o  1 . 6 
101 .8 




l 0° .R 
111 . G 
II 0.8 











I 0 I  . ._ 
I 01.3 
I 0 I.  0 
102. 7 
1 0~.  0 
I 03. l 
103. 7 
I O(,. 2 


















10 l.  7 
10~. 3 
1 ('!:'. 3 
I Oc. 5 
102.6 
102. a 
1  n~. o 
UNIT  LABOUR:  UNIT  LAROUR  NI:OOUCER 





l J l.  6 
105.7 
IQ2.! 






















1 OG. 1 
I 01.4 
J 01.3 
10 I. 7 
l 02. l 
I 02 .S 















1 OS. 6 














l Ol. l 
105.8 
106.2 
106.  ~ 
106.0 
1 OS. 6 
1 nr:.  1 
HIOUSTRY  HAfo..IUFACT. 
150 .l 














c 7. 5 
":17 .a 
c 7 .a 






ll f.  3 
l 07- .._ 
l 03.4 
10<::.:2 
1 C-3. 0 
10 J • 7 
l c  [I. 0 




'? 6 _(  .. 
O:::f- c 
) G S. 5 
13€. 3 
l  ~.:: . 1 
I :s.  6 
1 l 0 •  1 
113. 3 
1 Cli. 6 
10 l.  6 
1 o:. 9 
l 0 j  .  7 
I 00. ~ 
~~.  G 
Of. 0 
co. 1 
l ('-C. G 
0  E. 7 
QQ. 7 
lC'C 
1 ro. 8 
I oo. 8 





















13~.  6 
1n.8 





1 OS. 1 
103. 3 
10::'.0 




c.  ;  .  ~ 








l Ol. 5 












DEFLATOR  OF  , 
TOTAL  EXPORTS: 
CG  +  S l 
105. 7 













l 00.  ~ 
99.5 
















1 0'? .4 
101 .a 
10!. 7 
l CQ. o 
l 00. 
1 0::'. 6 
l ')0. 
98 
0  ;-.' 
Ot  •. } 
0' •C 
Q 3. 0 
o:. 7 
10 I . 5 
99. 7 









l oc. 0 
J Cr:l. p 
I 03. fJ 
1 o;:. 5 
J 0 l  . 3 




















INDICATORS  OF  COMPETITIVENESS 
VIS-A-VIS  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  ClC) 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  <EU15) 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  ERM  COUNTRIES  <EU10) 





- GCP  DEFLA. TOR 
•·•  ULC  IN  TOTAL  ECONOMY 
- ULC  IN  ~NUFA.CTURINC INDUSTRY 
-· PRODUCER  PRICES 














70 DENHARK  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (ICJ  BASE  87 
f"'UC£  (CO~Tl COHfETJ1IVlttE5S  :  REJ\L  Err£CT1\IE.  EXCHJ\NGJ:  RATE  PRICE  (CO~T)  rrRFQRHANCE 
U~ElATtVE rR!GE  rCO:l)  tNtlf:)(  ]H  h  Cnt,.HOH  CURr<!EHCYl  ....:ott!tlf•l  (PEUHJVE:  rFqCE  fCO~T)  IN[)£)(  IN  tJATJOHAL  CI.IPREtJC'-1) 
• -----•------------------------·------------------ ----~-----------------..  •  EfFECT t VE  • ---------------------------------------------------------------- • 
tC.OP-DF.FLATOR  '-"''iT  LAROUR  UHIT  LAMUR  PRODUCE~  DEFLATOR  OF  ~: 
•'i£1111  ,  COST  IN  TOT.  C::OST  IN  HAN  rR!C£S  OF  TOTAL  EXPORTS,' 




eo  , 
81  •  •2  I 
83 
84 
85  • 
86  I 
87 
89 
89  • 
'0  I 
943  ,.. 



























































107  -~ 
106.9 
I OS. 0 
































1  \:• i' 7 
1 CO. 
10 t. 1 
QQ '0 
97.2 
































01  .  ~ 
0 .L6 
l 0[1  0 
08. 9 






1 co.  Q 














lNOUSTRV  MANUFACT. 
100.0 
'~.  9 
101 .2 

















I 03. I 
105.0 
108.9 
I 0~.  7 
99.8 
9'?  5 










• 7  6 
1 rr  r. 
'?"o  6 
'? {. 5 
1 cr.. r. 
lf'.,  r. 
I 0::  r;.. 
I 03. B 
I OS. 5 
1 Q<l. 6 








1 co- 3 
1 00. 1 
1 (l/,  ~ 
l 01.  R 
QQ .. 
100  I 












9~.  0 
I 00. 3 
103.2 
I 03. 1 
10~.6 










1 oo. n 
'?'l.t, 
?8. 5 
j(\(\  " 
q  7. a 
'?f. .8 






] 02. 3 










10 I.  6 
l 01 .8 
!D?.n 
101  s 
'?8. 6 
Q 7. 6 






(G  •  $) 
105.0 















































I 0 I. 4 
10 J. 1 
I 02. 1 
104.0 







~6.  6 
96 .... 




EXCHANf:E  ,~DP-OffLATOR  IJHIT  LAflOUR  UI'IT  LABOUR  PRODUCER 
RATE  COST  IN  TOT.  COST  IN  MAN  PRICES  OF 

























107.  ~ 
I 01.1 






<:18.  6 
'?6  9 
100 
'?9 .8 
l 02. 1 
1 cs .8' 
I oa. G 
110. 



















~3.  6 



























,.  .8 
,.  .0 
93.7 










90.  ~ 





















~ l  . R 
'lfJ. e 
f<A  6 

















































































J 00. l 
?8. l 




?0  5 
90. I 
8~.  9 
89.7 
OCFLATO~ Of' 
TOTAL  EXPORTS: 


















,.  . 7 
95.1 
95.4 





























































q 7. 0 
97-6 
1 no. o 
10 l.  3 
102.4 

















1 o:. 7 
1 or,. 3 
I 0'.  S 
10 I.  0 
90  G 













8G . .._ 
8 7. 5 
oo. G 
0 4 '8 
I OD. 0 
1 '1C. 8 
1 o:. 2 
1 (15. '-
1 c::  1 
1 co. 6 
'?Q  ' 
op. 8 
op. 8 
••  1 
.7 
100.3 













I 02. I 
103.9 









'?0  1 















10 l .5 








OR  a GERMANY 
INDICATORS  OF  COMPETITIVENESS  BASE  1987  100 
VIS-A-VIS  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  ( IC> 
130  130 










VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  <EU15> 
,.,,.,  '  "  _,  ,-
VIS-A-VIS  THE  ERM  COUNTRIES  <EU10) 
..  ·~~.-......... ·  ..  .  .  . .  100 
J-._..-·•u,..q  J>~  :  ••  •  . 
·.  .····  ·  ...  90 
80 
70 
- G!F  DEFLA lOR 
...  ULC  IN  TOTAL  ECONOWY 
- ULC  IN  W.NUFACTURING  INDUSTRY 
- ·  PRODUCER  PRICES 
DEFL~TOR OF  EXPORT  PRICES 
130 








70 GERMANY  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (ICJ  BASE  87 
• -----.  -----------------------------------------------------------------.  ·-------------.----------------------------------------------------------- 4 
PRICE  tCO~Tl  COHCETITIVI~SS  '  REAL  trrECT1VE  EXCHA.,GE  RhTE  PRICE  tCOSTJ  PERFORMANCE 
!RELATIVE  PRICE  tCOSTJ  IHDEX  II<  A  COt*lQH  CUilRENCYJ  HOHIHAL  !RELATIVE  PRICE  (COOT]  IHDEX  IH  HATIOHAL  CUilRENCVl 
• -----•-------------------------------------------------------------• •  EFFECT IV£  • --------------------------------------------------------• 
'G!lf'-DEfLAT~ 




"  eo  , 
81  ' 
82  ' 
83  • 
84  ' 
85  ' 
86  ' 
87 
118  '  ., 
tO  ' 
104 .I 
I 06.7 






















UHI T  LABOUR  UHIT  LAl'OUil  PRODUCER 










































113.  ~ 
116.4 


























DEFLATOR  OF  ,  , 
TOTAL  EXPORTS,' 
(G  •  Sl 
EXCHAHGE 
RATE 
:GOP-DEFLATOR  WIT LABOUil  UNIT  LABOUil  PRODUCER 










































































COST  IH  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF 
ECONOMY  IH!lliSTRY  11AHUFACT. 






































































DEFLATOR  OF  : 
TOTAL  EXrORTS' 

























































1 OG. 3 
97.1 
97. s 





























I 02  3 
i  ~:'I .4 
1/J::' .s 
102. s 
1 0!. 7 
103.8 













0 6. 7 
93 .... 
01.0 
8 0  1 
l c 1. 9 
101. f. 
l 02. 3 














9 7. 7 
I 00. 6 
101 .4 
I OJ  .a 






































I 03. 0 
101.9 
10 I.  0 
lOt.~~ 




I I 3.6 
113. i 














0 f. 9 
96.7 






















as.  7 
I 00. J 
101 .a 
I OS. 0 
105.:2 
I 05.3 




















100,  L 
lOS. 9 




















C?7  .~ 
99.0 
101.4 















87.  ~ 
88.  ~ 
95.6 
100.0 
9~.  6 
~~.  4 
101 -~ 
I 01.3 
1 OG  ::? 
113.0 








































I 0~. 0 
100.0 
97.3 






~ 1.  (I 
91. 7 
~ 1. s 




I~S.  0 
119.4 

























































































II 3. I 
I 12.5 
110.3 
I 07. S 










I 02 .I 
l 00.9 
104.6 





























0 l.  6 














'g.  9 
I 00. I 
101 .5 
1 o: .:2 
1  0~. 1 
I 02. I 
101 .8 











99 .. 1 
96.9 
10 I. 1 
100.0 
























I 0 I. I 
I 02.6 
101.3 





INDICATORS  OF  COMPETITIVENESS  BASE  1987  =  100 
VIS-A-VIS  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  CIC) 
.··  .. ··. 
\  ...  ·  r. 
·  .. ·,."\·.·  i  '.  ·.  .·  '.  '  •  •  .  I  ··:  ,. 
BO 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  <EU15> 
140 
120 
100  ··  ··  ··  ··  ·· I'  -;,;....,.. .  .,....\ .. i -'·. 
I  -
~  '  , 
I 
I 








- GCP  DEFLATOR 
• • •  ULC  IN  TOTAL  ECCNOioiY 
- ULC  IN  ~NUFACTURING rNDUSTRY 
-· PRODUCER  PRICES 
DEFLATOR  OF  EXPORT  PRICES 
........ , 
/  '  ....  ...  .  ··· ....  "-, 
I  :  ·. 
I  .. ·· 




80 GREECE  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (IC)  BASE  87 
·------. --------------------------------· --------------------------------. ·-------
F"R!CE  CCOST l  COHf'ET IT IV I HESS  :  F!EAL  EFFECTIVE  EXCHANGE.  Rf\TE  f'RJCE  CCOST l  PERFORMANCE 
(R(LAHVE  PRICE  tr.a~Tl  lNflE><  IH  A  CCJ'tMOH  CURRENCY)  NOMINAL  fRELATIVE  PRICE  CCOST)  INDEX  TN  NATIOUAL  C~RE~CV) 
• ----• ---------------------------------------------------------------• •  EFFECT I VE  •------------------------------------------------------------• 
•~DP-DEFLATOR  UNIT  LASOVI'I  UNIT  LASOVI'I  PROUUCER 
•V£AR  '  COST  IN  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF 














92  ' 
9S  ,.. 























1~1.  9 


































11  ~ ·' 
102.3 
100.0 

































1 O"i. 6 
104.2 
102.2 
DEFLATOR  OF  , ' 
TOTAL  EXPORTS, , 
CG  +  S1 
EXCHANGE  •GOI"-DEFLATOR  UNIT  LAOOVI'I  UNIT  LABOVI'I  PRODUCER  DEFLATOR  OF  ' 
RATE  COST  IN  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF  TOTAL  EXPORTS• 












































































































































































• -----·-------------------------------------------------------------- + + -------------·------------------------------------------------------------ + 










































I 00. C 




ll  :' .2 
115.6 
1 I 7. 0 




1~0.  9 
123. 1 
123.8 











II 0. 0 
113.:; 
liS.S 
~ 1.::; .·s 
113.0 
ll:L!' 










11 ~. 6 
1 !2.  5 
1~9  .ti 









1 as. 1 
110. f, 
I l I. 7 
1 1 2. 7 
114 
II s. 7 
115.  Cj 




















II 0. 1 
l 09 .'8 


















l  J <l. ~ 
1 :o.  8 









113  .~ 
13.2.4 
130.3 














115.  ~ 



















1 0:':. 6 
103.0 
I tJ3 .8 
104.9 
104.6 
l 0.2. 0 
108.6 
II  0. s 
I Qt;. l 
I 07.3 
II 0. 3 







10 l. 7 
l 02.6 
~~.  3 



















I OS. I 
l co. 0 
'?i. 9 
~7. l 
Of; • (, 






































2.:4 7. 0 
233.9 
19 7. 6 
17C.. 7 
1.:; 7. 9 
113.3 
I 00.0 





















































19t.<  .... 












































1 G'8. 9 
152.6 
163. 
1 7 6. 








































l t-8. 7 
1 78. 3 
188 . .-. 
;: }G. 7 
21 <?.  0 
22.::0.  9 
229.4 
233.0 





























































































16 7. 2 
169.2 
171.0 
1 7~. 7 
30. 7 
32.2 































INDICATORS  OF  COMPETITIVENESS 




1\  I  I 
I  ,,- \ 
I  ·:\  I  . 
THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  CEU15) 
1\ 
I  '  I:·.  \  : ·. ·.  \  'i 
I.:  ... , 
THE  ERM  COUNTRIES  <EU10) 
... 
BASE  1987  100 
140 
,  .......  1.30 
I 









- GI:P  DEFLATOR 
•••  ULC  IN  TOTAL  ECONDW't' 
- ULC  IN  MANUFACTURtNG  INDUSTRY 
-· PRODUCER  PRICES 
DEFLATOR  OF  EXPORT  PRICES 
'  ""·  I  _,,,....;  ~ 
I  .· ..  ·  . 
_,  : 
I  : 












70 SPAIN  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (IC)  BASE  87 
.. -----.  ----------------------------------------------------------------.... -------------.. ---------------------------------------------------------------- .. 
NfJC£  (CQSTJ  COHPETITJVJt-IES-:i  :  REAL  EfFECTIVE  EXCHhHr.E  RATE 
!RELATIVE  PRICE  ICOSll  IHOEX  IH  A  Cll'IHO+<  CURREHCVl  H0011HAL 
•-----•----------------------------------------------------------------• •  EfFECT J V£ 
:!<01"-DEF!.ATOR  UHIT  LABOUR  UHIT  LABOUR  I'RODUCER 
rVEM  :  COST  IH  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF 
7& 
77  • 
78 
79  • 
eo  , 
81  • 
82  • 
,  es 
8~ 
85  • 
86  • 
J,  87  ' 
•  88  t 
~  89  t 
'0  I 




















































































J l 3.8 
118.::: 
I;::: 1. 6 
I:?!. 9 
1!1 . c 
lOt-. 0 
10-6.6 
106 . .: 





l 04. 7 






l 00. 7 
100.0 
107.6 
117.  ~ 
1:':'.1 








1 n;-. ~ 































Ill.  0 





I 06 .£. 
11<. 0 
liB.  Q 
);' 1. 4 
I:':::': . .-:. 
Ill .8 
)I) f.. 4 
I C 7. I 
I 06. 7 
I 03. 7 
l 06 











10 l.  0 
100.0 
1  0'?. 1 




Ill.  0 
lOS .3 
1 OS. ti 
1  OS .1 
100.6 
10 t. 3 
1(1?:.7 































l 0~ .4 
lOS .S 
106.  ::.' 
102.9 
100.0 




I 25 .• 




l o::. 7 










II 0. 3 
Ill.< 







l 07. l 
10 l .!' 




































1 O<. 0 
1  0~.  3 
109.7 
1 Q(! .::.' 
106 ... 




.  '9l0. 7 
Q5 .a 
9 7. '? 
95.9 
9S .1 
I 08. Z 
10!0 .4 
10• .a 


















DEFLATOR  OF  , : 
TOTAL  EXPORTS:. 
IG  •  S) 
98.4 





















































I 00. G 
104. '? 








••.  6 
95. 9 
'?8.  Q 
" 




































I 03 .S 


































I'RicE  !COST l  I'ERFORMAHCE 








































1 Ot.:i  .ti 
l 07.0 

































UHJT  LABOUR  UHI T  LABOUR  PRODUCER 



































































































ee.  9 
8~. 7 






















































































1 o::. 3 
104.0 
104.6 
1 Q(O. 6 
so. 3 
s 7. 7 
65.0 
69.5 





'9 3. 1 
~8 ·" 
I 00.0 
10 I .lO 
I 01.7 
101.  ~ 
l 01.7 
102. 1 
I O<. 7 
I 08.3 
108.6 




DEFLATOR  OF  ' 
TOTAL  E.XPORT5' 








































1 Ct.:i.  1 
1 OS. 6 
l 08. 1 
1 08.5 
1 C'?. 1 
1 ooe:o.  7 
























11 '9. 7 













INDICATORS  OF  COMPETITIVENESS 
VIS-A-VIS  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  <ICl 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  <EU15) 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  ERM  COUNTRIES  <EU10) 
/ 
BASE  1987  =  100 
- GCP  DEFLATOR 
•••  ULC  IN  TOTAL  ECONOWY 
- ULC  IN  MANUFACTUR[NG  [NDUSTRY 
-· PRODUCER  PRICES 









-·~·:...-·-~:.'"'.  ..  _..:~.....:.·,··  ·.  100 
•J 
;\._/  90 
\  .  ~.  ,.  ·- \. 
ao 
70 FRANCE  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  CICJ  BASE  87 
.  -----.  -----------------------------------------------------------------.... -------------·----------------------------------------------------------------. 
tRICE  (COST)  COHf'ETITJVlNE5S  :  REI\L  £.FFECTIVE  EXCHM.fGE  RATE 
<  RELA T l VE  PR l CE  (COST )  JHDEX  1  H  A  C0'1!10U  CUI>REHCV l  HOM! HAL 
.. -----• ---------------------------------------------------------------•  +  EFFECTIVE 
:Gtlf'-OEFLATO<!  UN! T  LAOOUR  UNIT  LABOUR  PRODUCER 
•VEAil  '  COST  JN  TOT.  COST  IN  H/IH  PRICES  OF 
ECONOMY  IHOUSTRY  HANUFACT. 
DEFLATOR  OF  : : 
TOTAL  El<l'ORTS:: 
{G  +  Sl 
PRICE  <COST l  PERFORKANCE 
!RELATIVE  PRICE  (COST)  INDEX  lH  NATIONAL  CURREHCVl 
·-------------------------------------------------------.. 
:G!JI'-DEFLATOR  UNIT  LABOUR  UNIT  LABOUR  PRODUCER 
COST  lN  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF 
INDUSTRY.  HANUFACT. 
DEFLATOR  OF  : 
TOTAL  EXPORTS: 
(G  •  S l 





r  ao  r 
•• 




I  86 









































1 OS. S 
106. s 
109.2 







































9 i.  ~ 
10;:' .B 












95.  ~ 
































1  0~. 3 
1 o:." 
100::.. 1 
l 0~  .li 
1 co. 0 
96.0 




0~.  ~ 
~8.  5 
9 ~. 3 
l 00.6 





1  0~. 3 
107.' 
10~. 7 









































l Oli  .:' 




























~ 1. 0 
90.7 
e~.  9 
'8~. 6 










































1 o;;. 6 
10 I.  8 


















































10 I.  0 
99.7 











































































~7.  7 
100. 1 
c:'l'?.  1 
\0:.0 
108.7 
1 J 0. 1 
II  0 .8 
ll 0. 6 














































































~6.  0 
98.1 
9':1. 3 






















1  OS.~ 






















































































I O< .l 





03  7 
~0. 
~0. 









































































































'"'.  6 
''.  3 
93.7 
93. 1 




































l 00. s 
101.2 








97 ..... IRELAND 
INDICATORS  OF  COMPETITIVENESS  BASE  1987  100 
VIS-A-VIS  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  <IC) 















I  \ 
I  \ 
/  \  "-\ 
""'  \ 
" 
I  \ 
"""  \ \ 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  <EU15) 
I"' 
I  \ 
\  ""'  \ 
'  "\,  ...  1"  "  \  ,.  , 
I" ,, 
I  \ 
/  \ 
I  \  ,. 
I  '  .,  /  \  - - \ 










- GI:F  DEFL.'.  TOR 
•••  ULC  IN  TOTAL  ECONOMY 
- ULC  IN  IMNUF.'.CTUR[NC  INDUSTRY 
-· PRODUCER  PRICES 
DEFLATOR  OF  EXPORT  PRICES 
----, 
' '  .... 
\ 












80 IRELAND  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  liCl  BASE  87  .  -----·---------------------------------------------------------------... ------------- .. --------------------------------------------------------------- ~ 
PRIC£  !C03Tl  COMf'ETITIVItlE~S  :  RE/11..  EFf"ECTIVE  EXCHANGE  RfiTE 
t RELATIVE  PRJ CE  t CO~  T )  I U(lEX  l H  A  Cr:lMMf'IN  CURPENCY J 
·----.  ------------------------------------------------------------.. 
:GDP-tiEFLATOR  UNIT  LABOUR  I.Jt.IIT  LAI'OUR  PRODUCER 
t't£AR  :  CCST  IH  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF 
J. 




eo  , 
1 .•• t 






88  ' 
89  • 
90  ' 

































































































































































1 0~.  2 
110.4 
















































86.  (:, 































""  0 
93.6 




















I 00. J 
95.8 
9 7. 1 
I 01. 7 
I 01.6 





























1  o3 .a 
l 01.3 
l 01.0 
I 01 .4 
98. 3 
98.9 
9 7' 3 
97.5 
94.  <I 
93.3 
Clli. '5 
DEFLATOR.  Of  s t 
TOTAL  EXPORTS:: 


























I 00. I 
I 03. 7 
104.9 
104.3 
















J 00. 7 



























FRICE  ICOSTJ  PERFORMANCE 
!RELATIVE  PRIC£  (=TJ  INDEX  JH  NATIONAL  CURRENCY) 
:GDP-tiEFLATOI!  UNIT  LABO~  UNIT  LA80~  PRODUCER  DEFLATOR  OF  : 
COST  IN  TOT.  COST  IH  HAN  PR!Cf:S  OF  TOTAL  EXPORTS: 










































103  0 
100 '. 
l 00.9 
1 co' 5 




130 . ..; 
121 '5 






Ill.  0 
112.2 












































10 I.  3 
































































I 01 .4 
l 01.2 

































































1 0~ .8 
II 1.8 
111.6 
119 . .2 
116.5 
111.3 







]CJ  • L 
7i' .8 




























































9 7. 1 
~8. 1 
'?? .4 
~8.  '? 
100.0 
l 01. G 





Cf<  • 1 
a i. 7 



















I 0 I. 0 































































I 00. I 














1 oc. 2 ITALY 
INDICATORS  OF  COMPETITIVENESS  BASE  1987  100 
VIS-A-VIS  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  CIC> 
130  130 
120  120 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  CEU15) 
130  .. 
I  \ 
120  ' 
'  \ 
110  \  ,,  ........ , 
I  \ 
100  .:-.. '-. 
90 
80 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  ERM  COUNTRIES  <EU10) 
70 
- GCP  DEFLATOR 
•••  ULC  IN  TOTAL  ECONOWY 
- ULC  IN  MANUFACTURING  INDUSTRY 
-· PRODUCER  PRICES 







70 ITALY  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (IC)  BASE  :  87 
"-----.  ------------------------------------------------------"':----------.. -------------.----------------------------------------------------------------. 
rRIC£  (CO~Tl  COMPETITIV!t~SS  :  REAL  EfFECTIVE  El<CIMHGI"  RATE 
(~ELATJVE f'RICE  (COSTl  lt.tr'IEX  lH  A  C0HH0H  CUR:REHCV) 
:GOI'-OCFLATOR  UNIT  LABOUR  UNIT  LAI'OUR  PRODUCER  DEFLATOR  OF  , : 
: VEAR  ,  COST  IN  TOT.  COST  I H  HAH  PRICES  OF  TOTAL  EXPORTS: : 





PR 1  CE  (CO:> T )  PERFORMANCE 
fRELATlVE  f'R:ICE  (COST)  INDEX  JH  HATIONAL  Clfl!RENCVJ 
:GDP-DEFLATOR  UHIT  LABOUR  UHIT  LAFOUR  PRODUCER  DEFLATOR  OF  ' 
COST  IH  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF  TOTAL  EXPORTS: 
ECONOHV  !HDUSTRV  HAHUFACT.  tG  +  Sl  .  ·---------·---------





81  ' 


















































































































































































































Ill.  7 
111.2 
111.5 
Ill.  5 








































































100  0 
10 3. 6 
l Of..') 
1 !)O. 0 
105. 7 
f:j<l. 1 
















I 00. I 
l oc.. 3 
I OR. 7 
lll.t< 
10 7 . .c; 
f:~.o 
















~8.  6 
104.6 
I 07.5 




8".  C? 


















I Oc. 0 
!Oc.c 
9?. 0 








































l 01. 7 






~3.  8 
81.0 
7 7. 6 
7 7. I 
75.3 

















1 DR. 7 
11.2. 0 






116.  ~ 











9 7. 7 
100.0 
103.4 

























1 (19. 7 
l) 2. 3 
II o. 6 





II 0. 3 















1 or.. 1 
1 OS. 0 
105.6 
I 08.5 















'? 7. 3  ..,.-
98. 7 
100.0 
l o:. 0 
1 OG. 3 




l :' 1.5 
1:; 1. 6 
1:2. 7 
1.2C<.  3 
126. 3 
1:'8 .5 































































98 . .3 
'98. 3 
96 .G 
10 I .5 
103.7 
Ill.  3 
































































































































11 ~ .4 
11 ~.  4 
119.5 
119.6 



















111.  (I 
113.4 












8 7. 0 
91.0 
9.:4  -~ 
97.3 
100.0 











12~.  7 
52.0 
51.0 
5'?.  ~ 
6<4. 9 










1 !)Q. 0 









INDICATORS  OF  COMPETITIVENESS  BASE  1987  100 
VIS-A-,VIS  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  C ICl 






- GlF  DEFLATOR 
• • •  ULC  IN  TOTAL  ECONOWY 
- ULC  IN  MANUFACTURING  INDUSTRY 
-· PRODUCER  PRICES 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  <EU15)  DEFLATOR  OF  EXPORT  PRICES 
1.30  130 
120  120 
110  110 
100 
...... 
........ ""'(.;  .. 
"~._...-r.·· 
100 
90  90 
BO  80 
70 






70 NETHERLANDS  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (ICJ  BASE  87 
·-----.  --------------------------------------------------------------. ·------------.  ---------------------------------------------------------. 
PRICE  ICOSTl  CQMI'ETITIVIJ<ESS  :  REAL  EFFECTIVE  EXCHANGE  RATE 
(PELATIVE  PRICE  !COST!  INDEX  IN  A  COHHON  Cl!llREHCY) 
·----·--------------------------------------------------------·· 
:  :GDP-DEFLATOR  UNIT  LABOUR  UHIT  LABOUR  PRODUCER  DEFLATOR  OF  : 1 
:\'EAR  :  COST  IN  lOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF  TOTAL  EXPORTS:: 
76 
77 
78  ' 
7' • 
10  • 
81  • 
82 
83  ' 
'  ·~ 
85  ' 
86 
87 
88  ' 
89  • 
90 
1  ''3 
t  '~~ 
951 













































































































































<!'Q.  3 
ga. 0 
~ 1. 3 
06. 
'?7. 4 





11 I.  2 
Ill.  s 
110.2 
107 .ti 







































107.  ~ 



























10 I. 0 
~8.  ~ 
I 00.0 
100.0 
9~.  0 
94.9 


































II!.  1 
II 0. 9 












I 08 .4 
]1 z. 6 





































































I 08 .4 
112.6 































































1 0? .El 
110.5 




























PRICE  <COST!  PERFORMANCE 
!RELATIVE  PRICE  !COST)  INDEX  IN  NATIONAL  CURRENCVJ 
·----------------------------------------------· 







































































COST  IN  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF  TOTAL  EXPORTS: 
























































Ill.  0 









·~.  2 









































































































12 I.  7 
11 7. 0 





9 3 . .3 
90.9 
88. 3 
B 7  ~ 
8 7. 6 
88.1 
a8 .1 




























































l 04. 7 

































91. t. AUSTRIA 
INDICATORS  OF  COMPETITIVENESS 
VIS-A-VIS  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  <IC) 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  <EU15) 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  ERM  COUNTRIES  <EU10) 








- GIP  DEFLA.IOR 
••·  ULC  IN  TOTAL  ECCNOWY 
- ULC  IN  MANUFACTURING  IN[)JSTRY 
-· PRODUCER  PRICES 














70 AUSTRIA  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (IC)  BASE  87  .  ----.  ----------------------------------------------------------------.. ------------.  --------------------------------------------------------------. 
PRICE  (C0$Tl  CO>IPETITIVIUESS  I  REAL  EFFECTIVE  EXCHA"GE  RATE 
!RELATIVE  PRICE  CCOSTl  llmEl<  IN  A  COHMON  CURRENCY! 
,  1GDP-DEFLATO<l  UNIT  LABOUR  WIT  LASOUR  PRODUCER  DEFLATOR  OF  " 
·- 1  COST  IN  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF  TOTAL  EXPORTS•, 
76• 
71  • 
711• 
7t  • 
•• t 
I.  ••  1 
I  82  1 
IllS  I 
1114  I 
1115 
j"  86  l 
I'  87  1 
•  88  t 




93  I  ,. 
9<3 
9<< 
'  951 
'  '52 
:  951  t 


























"·'  "·'  96.7 



















































,8,  6 
98.0 
%.~ 









































8,.  7 
95.7 
100.0 










11 I.  7 
110.8 
PRICE  ICOST)  PERFORMANCE 
!RELATIVE  PRICE  !COST!  INDEX  IN  NATIOHAL  CURRENCY) 





















COST  IN  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF  TOTAL  EXPORTS: 
ECONOt1Y  INDUSTRY  HANUFACT,  (G  +  S l 
Ill.  I 
108.6 

















































































































































































Q~.  <J 
':IS • .._ 
'7. 
1 (l5. 2 
l 0 7. 0 
10 7. 7 
1 0'. 7 
110. 0 









































~ 1 .e 
'97.' 
0  7. 7 
9S. 1 
97. q  ... 
~ 9.  Cl 





































9 7. 2 
94. l 
Cit;. s 




~9.  6 
100.3 
':IS. 7 







































1  0~'  •. 8 
105.6 
1 OS. 2 
I 06.8 
l 08.0 








































1 {10. 9 
I 03.0 
109.2 

















































96.  t:; 
'?6. 4 






























11 I.  3 
10< .o 







9 7. 3 
96.3 
94.2 
'?4 . .t; 










I 00. 7 











































































1 I 1. 0 
lOS .S 
106.7 














1~9.  0 
12<. 2 
120. 7 
I l< .5 




I 05. o 


































































INDICATORS  OF  COMPETITIVENESS 
VIS-A-VIS  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (JC) 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  <EU15) 
VIS-A-VIS  THE  ERM  COUNTRIES  <EU10) 





- GO"  OEFL"TOR 
• • •  ULC  IN  TOTAL  ECONOWY 
- ULC  IN  t.MNUF"CTURINO  INDUSTRY 
-·PRODUCER PRICES 
DEFLATOR  OF  EXPORT  PRICES 
160 
140 
80 PORTUGAL  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (ICJ  BASE  87 
·---4-----------------------------------------------------------------··-------------·-----------------------------------------------------------------· 
PRICE  ((O::;Tl  CQHrETlTIVlNESS  ~  REAL  EFFECTIVE  EXCHANGE.  RATE 
(R[LATlVE  rRIC.E  (COST)  ItmEX  HI  A  C0!-1"10N  CURREUCVJ  HOHINAL 
•--___ • -----------------------------------------------------------------• +  EFFECTIVE 
tGDI'-DEFLATOR 
rYEA.R  : 
UNIT  LABOUF  UNIT  LABOUR 
COST  IN  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN 
ECONOMY  INDUSTRY 
PRODUCER 
PRICES  OF 
HANUFACT. 
DEFLATOR  OF  : : 
TOTAL  EXPORTStt 
(G  +  S)  :: 
EXCHANGE 
RATE 
rR 1  CE  (COST)  PERFORMANCE 
•.  <RELATIVE  PRICE  !COST)  INDEX  IN  NATIONAL  CURRE>lCV) 
·-----------------------------------------------------------------· 
tGOP-IJEFLATOR  lJI.IlT  LABOUR  UNIT  LABOUR  PRODUCER 
COST  IN  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF 
ECONOHV  INDUSTllV  HANUFACT. 
DEFLATOR  OF  t 
TOTAL  EXP 00 TS t 




79  • 
tit  •  ,. 
81  • 
82  • 

















'5.  ~ 
100.1 
100.0 



















































I II.  6 
121.3 
120.5 




































































































































































































































Ill.  6 
99.5 
'90. 6 
?.:0.  7 
102.5 
I 0 l. 3 
95. s 
'?S. 6 
oog.  7 
102.0 
100.0 
10 I.  f 
105. 7 
1 c-=. R 
I:'  l  ~ 
J !6.  E' 
l  ~5.  <; 
I" 
I !5 .8 
13 7. 6 
1 !8. 7 
1 ::R. 
116 .• 
) OG. 5 
92. 
86.2 
04.  B 
l 06.5 





I 00. 0 
l 0?.? 




1 3 1 . 6 
1  ~.2. 6 
132.  ~ 
L!l.  6 









l 0 I. 7 
I 03.6 






I 3 I. 0 
J:~ 1 . 6 
130.F-I 
l".  3 
1  ~:.  5 














1 QG.  0 
Ill. I 
I I 7. 5 
1!:.  6 
1 3 6.  ':"l 
) 30. 7 
12°.8 
130.6 
13 I. I 
1!0.7 















10 l.  ..... 
ll 0. < 
l 18. 
I:O.R 
J ;:';:'. G 
1 ;:'f,- .... 
12G. <l 
126.5 
I 2 7. 3 
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• -----• ---------------------------------------------------------.  ·------------ + ---------------------------------------------------------- .. 
PRICE  <COSTl  cOHrETI TIVIHESS  •  REAL  £Fr£CT!V£  EXCIWIG£  RATE 
<RELATIVE  PRICE  <COST)  ltlDEX  HI  A  COHI10'<  CURRENCY)  ::  ·---·---------------------------------------------------------... 
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!RELATIVE  PRICE  1CO~T)  IN!JEX  IN  A  C011HOH  CURRENCY!  .  ---.--------------------------------------------------------------.... 
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1VEAR  1  COST  IN  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF  TOTAL  EXPORTS 1 : 





rRICE  (COST)  PERFORMANCE 
<RELATIVE  PRICE  CCOSTJ  INDEX  IN  NAT!OtlAL  CURRENCY! 
:GOP-DEFLATOR  I!HIT  LAI!OUR  UNIT  LABOUil  PRODUCER  DEFLATOR  OF  : 
COST  Il-l  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF  TOTAL  EXPORTS: 
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N<ICE  (COST)  Cot1rETIJIVIHESS  '  REAL  EFrECTIVE  EXCHhHCE  RATE 
(RELATIVE  PRICE  (COST l  INDEX  IN  A  CO!U<OW  CU!lRENCYJ 
1GDP-DEFLATOR  UHIT  LABOUR  UHIT  LABOUR  PRODUCER 
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80 NORWAY  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (IC)  BASE  87 
.... ----.  -----------------------------------------------------------.. -------------·----------------------------------------------------------. 
PRICE  ICO!:Tl  COMI'ETITIVINESS  r  REIIL  EFFECTIVE  EKCHANGE  RATE 
!RELATIVE  PRICE  ICOSTl  INOEK  IN  A  COI1t10N  CURRENCY)  ·---·--------------------------------------------------------.. 
t  rGOF'-DEFLATOR  UNIT  LABOUR  UNIT  LABOUR  PRODUCER 
tVEAR  1  COST  IN  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF 
ECONOHV  INDUS  TRY  HAN!*  ACT. 
DEFLATOR  OF  so 
TOTAL  EXPORTS t  r 





PRICE  ICOSTl  PERFORMANCE 
!RELATIVE  PRICE  ICOSTl  INOEX  IN  NATIONAL  CURRENCY! 
•Gtli'-DEFLATOR  UNIT  LABOUR  UNIT  LABOUR  PRODUCER  DEFLATOR  OF  : 
COST  IN  TOT.  COST  IN  MAN  PRICES  OF  TOTAL  EXPORTS: 
ECONOMY  INDUSTRY  HANUFACT.  IG  •  S l 
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INDICATORS  OF  COMPETITIVENESS  BASE  1987  =  100 
VIS-A-VIS  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (lC) 
l30  130 
- GIF  DEFLATOR 
•••  ULC  IN  TOTAL  ECONOMY 
- ULC  IN  W.NUFACTURINO  INDJSTRY 
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VIS-A-VIS  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION  ( EU15)  DEFLATOR  OF  EXPORT  PRICES 
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70 SWITZERLAND  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (IC)  BASE  87 
.. -----·-------------------------------,------------------------------.. -------------·---------------------------------------------------------. 
MUCE:  !COSTJ  COHI'ETiliVINESS  :  REIIL  EFFECTIVE  E•CHAilt>E  RATE 
!RELATIVE  PRICE  !COST!  INDEX  IN  A  COHHON  CltRRE:NCVl  . 
·-----·------\-----------------------------------------------------·· 
t  :GtlP-DEFLATOO  UNIT  LABOUR  UNIT  LABOUR  PRODUCER  DEFLATOR  OF  :: 
:YEAR  t  C~T IN  TOT.  C~T IN  HAN  PRICES  OF  TOTAL  EXPORTS:, 





PRICE  !COST!  PERFORMANCE 
!RELATIVE  PRICE  (COST!  INDEX  IN  NATIONAL  CURRENCY!  .  ----------------------------------------------------------- .. 
:GIJI'-DEFLATOR  UNIT  LABOUR  UNIT  LABOUR  PRODUCER  OE'FLATOR  OF  • 
COST  IN  TOT.  COST  IN  HAN  PRICES  OF  TOTAL  EXPORTS: 
ECONOHV  INDUSTRY  HANUFACT.  tG  •  S I 
------------ ··----·-----·-----------------------------------
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INDICATORS  OF  COMPETITIVENESS 
VIS-A-VIS  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  <ICl 
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- GI:P  DEFLATOR 
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- ULC  IN  W.NUFACTURrNC  rNDUSTRY 
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180 
80 AUSTRALIA  AS  COMPARED  WITH  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  (ICJ  BASE  87  •  -----•  ---------------------------------------------------------------+. -------------.  ------------------------------------------------------------- 4 
rRICE  !COST J  COHI'ETITIVINESS  '  REI\L  EFrECTIVE  EXCH4l<GE  RillE 
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• ----·----------------------------------------------------------- + • 
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INDICATORS  OF  COMPETITIVENESS 
VIS-A-VIS  OTHER  INDUSTRIAL  COUNTRIES  ClC) 
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 TECHNICAL ANNEX 
METHODS AND SOURCES 
I.  Indices of  nominal effective exchange rates, price and cost performance and price 
and cost competitiveness 
For each country the index ofNOMINAL EFFECTIVE EXCHANGE RATES 
shows how much the nominal exchange rate of  that country has moved in relation 
to a (geometrically weighted) average of  its competitors' nominal exchange rates, 
i.e. whether the exchange rate of  its currency has risen or fallen relative to the 
currencies of  its competitors. 
The index of  PRICE AND COST PERFORMANCE shows how a country's prices 
or costs, uncorrected for exchange rate changes, have moved in relation to a 
(geometrically weighted) average of  its competitors' prices or costs, also 
uncorrected for exchange rate changes, i.e.  whether a country has experienced 
more or less inflation than its competitors. 
The index ofPRICE AND COST COMPETITIVENESS shows how a country's 
prices or costs, corrected for exchange rate changes, have moved in relation to a 
(geometrically weighted) average of  its competitors' prices or costs, also corrected 
for exchange rate changes, i.e. whether the country has become more or less price 
or cost competitive in international markets. 
II.  Price and cost indices 
5 different measures of  prices and costs have been used to construct the indices of 
price and cost performance and the corresponding indices of  competitiveness : 
DEFLATOR OF GOP 
UNIT LABOUR COST IN TOTAL ECONOMY 
UNIT LABOUR COST IN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 
PRODUCER PRICES OF MANUFACTURED GOODS 
(or best available approximation) 
DEFLATOR OF TOTAL EXPORTS (goods and services). 
With the exception of  producer prices, the price and cost indicators are national 
accounts data, that have been completed, if necessary, with the latest Commission 
DG II estimates. Quarterly values for these series have been produced by 
interpolation of  yearly data. 
Indices for producer prices are derived from monthly series whose titles and 
sources are given in Table 1 below. 
Ill.  Weights used to calculate the averages of  a specific series (exchange rates, costs, 
prices) for the competitor country groups (IC, EU 15 and EU 10 (ERM)) 
In principle, weights are based on trade flows and vary over the years according to 
countries' importance to each other both as bilateral trading partners and as 
competitors in third markets. The most recent year for which weights have been 
calculated is  1986. Matrices of 1986 weights vis-a-vis industrial countries, EU15 
and EU l 0 (ER.cl'yf) countries can be found in Table 2 below. TABLE 1  :  TITLES AND SOURCES OF PRODUCER PRICE SERIES 
COUNTRY  TITLE OF SERIES  SOURCE 
Belgium  lndice general de prix a  Ia  lnstitut National de Statistique: 
production industrielle  Bulletin de Statistique 
Denmark  Prices - home goods  IMF: International Financial 
Statistics 
Germany  Erzeugerpreise gewerblicher  Statistisches Bundesamt: 
Produkte  Wirtschaft und Statistik 
Greece  Wholesale Prices of Industrial  OECD: Main Economic 
Goods  Indicators 
Spain  Producer Prices  Bank of Spain 
France  Prix a  Ia production  INSEE: Bulletin Mensuel 
Produits manufactures  Statistique 
Ireland  Wholesale Prices of  OECD: Main Economic 
Manufactured Goods  Indicators 
Italy  1  Prezzi alia produzione (indice  !STAT: Bolletino mensile di 
generate)  statistica Notiziaro INST  AT 
Netherlands  Prijsindexcijfers - afgezette  Centraal Bureau voor de 
finale goederen  Statistiek: Statistisch Bulletin 
Austria  GroBhandelspreisindex  WIFO: Wifo-Monatsberichte; 
Nichtsaisonwaren  Statistische Obersichten 
Portugal:.!  Wholesale Prices  OECD: Main Economic 
Manufactured Goods  Indicators 
Finland  Producer Prices  IMF: International Financial 
Manufacturing  Statistics 
Sweden  Producer Prices  OECD: Main Economic 
Manufactured goods  Indicators 
United Kingdom;s  Producer price index  Central Statistical Office 
Output: manufacturing 
Norway  Produsentprisindeksen  OECD: Main Economic 
lndustri  Indicators 
Switzerland  ~  GroBhandelspreisindex  Schweizerische Nationalbank 
lnlandwaren  Monatsberichte 
Australia  Prices Manufacturing  IMF: International Financial 
Output  Statistics 
Canada  Industry Selling Prices of  IMF: International Financial 
Industrial Goods  Statistics 
Japan  Producer Prices of  OECD: Main Economic 
Manufactured Goods  Indicators 
U.S.A.  Wholesale Prices of Industrial  OECD: Main Economic 
Goods  Indicators 





A weighted average of the Member States as above. 
From 1981. 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 COMMISSION EUROPEENNE 
DIRECTION GENERALE 
AFFAIRES ECONOMIQUES ET FINANCIERES 
Affaires monetaires 
Aspects internationaux de I'UEM 
LISTE DE DISTRIBUTION  doc. 11/24/3/95  Bruxelles, le 
MISE A JOUR TRIMESTRIELLE DES INDICATEURS DE COMPETITIVITE DE LA DG II 
~IM.  Santer  BREY 12/100  M.  Abreu 
de Silguy  BREY 11/84  Mme  Areizaga 
Cloos  BREY 12/74  MM.  Auwarter 
Coste  BREY 8/225  Barthelemy 
Lamaudie-Eiffel  BREY 8/106  Belcssiotis 
Italianer  BREY 12/83  Brands  rna 
Kroger  BREY 8/265  Mme  Bucher 
Ravasio  BU 1- ~/212  MM.  Chulia 
Matthes  BU 1-5/213  Contesso 
Cabral  BU 1- 11212  Costello 
Carre  BU 1-0/212  Coute 
Conruvt  BU 1-5/178  Dicrx 
Dixon  BU  1-0/57  Hodes 
Groschc  BU 1- ~/~9  Fantini 
Hernandez-Lopez  BU  1-2/2  Mme  Kauffmann 
Schmidt  BU 1-2/211  MM.  Keereman 
Schubert  BU  1 - 3/2II  Kieler 
Jones  BU 1- I/195  Len nan 
Louw  BU I- 5/l~~  Marechal 
Sapir  BU  1 - 5115~  Martinez-Mongav 
van Tuvll  BU I- 0/197  Mme  McCarthv 
Adami  BU  1--112  MM.  McMorrow 
Allgaver  BU  1 - 0/73  Medeiros 
Bodin  BU  1 - 111~6  Mogni 
Buigues  BU  1-21178  Naudts 
Mme  Cas Granje  BU 1- ~/187  Pavret de la Rochefordiere 
:'viM.  Colasanti  BU I- 31197  Roger 
Cwik  BU  1--1/12  Sager 
Deroose  BU I- 3/170  Scherp 
Drarnais  BU 1-3/136  Smvth 
Mme  Garnier  BU  1 - 211~6  Stemitsiotis 
Ghymers  BU 1-3/191  To\\nsend 
Him  BU 1 - 3/57  Van Belle 
Mme  lllkovitz  BU 1- 0/1~5  Vedso 
:'viM.  Klein  BU  1 - 3/145  Woehrling 
Lelakis  BU 1-0/2  Xenakis 
Neilson  BU 1-0/67  Baut 
Mors  BU 1 - 2/1~7  Mme  Ropers 
0-Loghlen  BU1- 1/2  MM.  Smyth 
Robledo-Fraga  BU 1- 1/58  Theologitis 
Mme  Rusescu  BU 1-0/124  Van den Bloock 
Mme  Tielernan-Gargari  BU 1- l/169  Vandewalle 
:'viM.  Visso1  BU 1-0/190 
Wissels  BU 1-1/41 
Wittclsberger  BU 1-0/179 
Membres du Comite Monetaire 
Rue de Ia  Loi 2CX),  B-1 049 Bruxelles, Belgique - Bureau: BU  1 - 0/145 
Telephone: ligne directe (+32-2)20033 79.  standard 200.11.11  - Telecopieur: :ZOO 35 a5 
Telex: COMEU B 21877- Adresse telegraphique: COMEUR Bruxelles 
BU 1- 1/163 
BU 1- 2N8 
BU 1- 1/187 
BU 1- ~/~2 
BU  1 - 11183 
BU I- 2/53 
BU 1- 1/35 
BU  1 - l/127 
BU 1-3/88 
BU  I - 0/117 
BU  1- l/191 
BU  1-0/156 
BU 1- 3/17~ 
BU 1- 1!189 
BU 1-0/25 
BU I- 0/159 
BU 1-3/179 
BUl-2/21 
BU I- 1/H 
BU 1 - 21163 
BU  I - 0/167 
BU 1-3/30 
BU  I - l/167 
BU  1-0/94 
BU  1 - IIlli 
BU  1 - 0/28 
BU 1 - 31159 
BU l- 0/111 
BU 1-2/107 
BU  1 - 0/166 
BU 1-0/151 
BU 1- ~/39 
BU 1-3/177 





BU 1- 3/7~ 
BU 1- l/92 
BU 1 - 3/129 
BU 1-0/115 